AGENDA
RSC Asynchronous Meeting
12-15 July 2021

It is not possible to accommodate observers at RSC asynchronous meetings due to software constraints. Comments on public session topics are welcome and should be shared with regional representatives.

Agenda item numbering continues from the previous meeting. Agenda items are linked to supporting documents.

- The meeting opens at 8 am, Melbourne/Armidale time (UTC+11) on Monday
- The discussion part of the meeting closes at 6 pm, Pacific time (UTC-8) on Wednesday
- Thursday is used to make sure that we reach decisions, agree on actions, register our vote if needed. There may well be continuing discussion and that is fine.
- The meeting closes at 6 pm, Pacific time (UTC-8) on Thursday

Expected Attendees:

- Linda Barnhart, RSC Secretary
- Renate Behrens, Europe representative
- Thomas Brenndorfer, North America representative
- Ahava Cohen, backup Europe representative
- Kathy Glennan, RSC Chair
- James Hennelly, ALA Digital Reference
- Damian Iseminger, Technical Team Liaison Officer
- Ebe Kartus, Wider Community Engagement Officer
- Honor Moody, RDA Examples Editor
- Daniel Paradis, Translations Team Liaison Officer
- Melissa Parent, Oceania representative

Executive Session

280 Catching Up

281 RDA Assessment Group update

282 Application Profiles: updates
283  October RSC meeting planning
284  Countdown clock: draft criteria for when to start
285  Community Resources stabilization
286  Extent Working Group
287  Official Languages Working Group
288  Proposal process de-brief

**Public Session**

289  RSC/TechnicalWG/2021/1: Proposal for Realignment of Expression to Expression Relationship Elements

290  RSC/EURIG/2021/1: Proposal to adjust label, definition, and alternate labels for Expression: relief type

**RSC Administrative Topics**

291  Review of previous action items

292  New business

293  Review of Meeting 2021 July